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Headlights, a hundred cars
Behind somebody's daddy's barn
Batteries draining blasting those radios
Another long lost summer night
Out past some no trespassing signs
Burning time with friends I used to know

All the years have washed away the voices, faces and
the names
But anytime I think about those days

I remember the music, that was playing
The way we were singing right along
Still know every word by heart
And I remember the feeling
In the magic of the moment
The rhythm of that song
Dancing underneath the stars
And I might forget some things we said
And what we did
When I think about the way it was back then
I remember the music

Don't know if it was you or me
Different roads or different dreams
All I know is someone said goodbye
Maybe we weren't ready yet
To let go of our innocence
Guess we'll never know the reason why

But broken hearts, tears and mistakes
All vanish like a summer rain
And when I close my eyes I see your face

I remember the music, that was playing
The way we were singing right along
Still know every word by heart
And I remember the feeling
In the magic of the moment
The rhythm of that song
Dancing underneath the stars
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And I might forget some things we said
And what we did
When I think about the way it was back then
I remember the music

That song plays in my mind
Like a sweet lullaby
Every time I think about you I

Remember the music, that was playing
The way we were singing right along
Still know every word by heart
And I remember the feeling
In the magic of the moment
The rhythm of that song
Dancing underneath the stars
I remember the music, singing right along
I remember the music, rhythm of that song

I remember th music
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